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Zusammenfassung der Arbeit:


Das Dokument beschreibt die funktionsweise und die Handhabung der erzeugten Tcl Skripte und schafft einen Überblick über die verwendeten Programme und Technologien, die zum erreichen der Funktionalität des Projekts verwendet wurden. Des Weiteren enthält das Dokument Ergebnisse von Laborexperimenten, welche die Funktionsfähigkeit der entwickelten Module untermauern. Aufgrund von Zeitmangel konnte nur in funktionierender Multiplex, bestehend aus zwei Primerpaaren, dokumentiert werden.

Zum Abschluss lässt sich sagen, dass das Projekt eines der besten, im Moment verfügbaren Werkzeuge zum Design von Mikrosatelliten Markern ist.

Summary of the project:

The project provides workflows for a fast detection of microsatellites as genetic markers, the creation of PCR primers for these markers and composing these primers for usage in multiplex PCR experiments. All the produced data can be stored in a database for easy handling.

To achieve this, tools for microsatellite detection (Phobos) and primer design (Primer3) were integrated into the sequence analysis software, called Staden package. The integration happened through Tcl scripts, which were also used for the development of a module for primer selection for usage in multiplex PCR experiments. The database feature was established with SQLite, which possesses already Tcl bindings.

This document describes the mode of operation and the handling of the developed Tcl scripts and outlines the used tools for achieving their functionality. Furthermore, it includes results of laboratory PCR experiments to proof the functionality of the created workflows. Through lack of time only allowed to document one multiplex consisting of two primer pairs.

Finally, it can be said that the project is one of the best microsatellite marker design tool available at the moment.
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1 Introduction

Microsatellites are widely used molecular markers, e.g., in population genetics they serve as a tool to characterize different strains of a species and retrace their spreading or define the interaction of different groups of a species. This is possible through polymorphic microsatellites (MS) and their amplification with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [Mullis, 1983]. The PCR products show differences between the lengths of polymorphic MS of different groups of a species. The number of different MS serves as a hint to the relation of these groups. The design of PCR primers for the genotyping of microsatellites is a time consuming task which can be greatly facilitated by integrated analysis software. Furthermore, the application of these primers could be less laborious through usage of multiplex-PCRs. Also for this task of composing primer pairs useable in a multiplex-PCR simultaneously, analysis software provides simple and time saving applications.

With the aid of existing components (Staden Package, Phobos and Primer3) exemplary workflows shall be constructed, which allow the automatic design of genetic markers from shotgun-sequences. Special emphasis is put on the level of integration, i.e., the workflow is completely integrated into one framework, making use of existing and new database structures. The Windows version of the Staden-Package provides a basis, in which, through Tcl-scripts (Tool command language) [Ousterhout, 1988], further components, called modules, shall be included.

The goals of this project were the development and improvement of extensions for the Staden Package. These module extensions should allow the identification of short repeated sequences, the design of primers flanking these repetitive regions, composing these primers for usage in a multiplex-PCR and creating a database to store and handle the created data together with primary data, i.e., trace files from a sequencer.

Altogether this project shall provide workflows for a fast detection of microsatellites as genetic markers, the creation of PCR primers for these markers and composing these primers for usage in multiplex-PCR experiments. All this is supposed to be stored in a database for an easy data handling.
2 Biological background

2.1 Microsatellites

Microsatellites or SSR (Simple Sequence Repeats) are short repetitive DNA-Sequences which appear in the genomes of all organisms [Jarne and Lagoda, 1996]. The repeat sequence of a SSR consists mostly of 2-4 nucleotides [Turnpenny and Ellard, 2005] and will be repeated 10- to 100-times.

Both quantity and length of the microsatellites in a DNA-segment can vary from individual to individual. They posses a high analytical power (multi locus, multi-allelic, co-dominant, nuclear, single-copy markers; [Schlötterer, 2004]); hence they became one of the most widely used molecular marker systems.

Genotyping of microsatellite loci is usually performed by PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) amplification and subsequent length determination by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis or on automatic DNA sequencers. Precondition for this is the knowledge of the sequence of bases flanking the microsatellite which shall serve as a marker. These flanking regions provide the basis for the design of oligonucleotide-primers responsible for the specificity of the amplification.

Developed microsatellites primers for a particular species can also be applied to closely related species. The number of successfully amplified loci will decrease by increasing genetic distance [Jarne and Lagoda, 1996]. This happens, e.g., through point mutations within primer regions which prevent the amplification of affected loci.

2.2 Microsatellite marker design

The design of microsatellite markers begins with the DNA-sequences of the examined organism. Normally the sequences are available as numerous trace files which represent short fragments of the DNA flanked by vector sequences. These fragments originate from a genomic library and were digitalised with a DNA-sequencer.

The sequences should overlap each other to allow a reassembling of the original DNA-strand. In practice a complete reassembling of the DNA-strand is not ensured. It depends on the quality of the sequencer data, which decreases with the length of the fragment. It is also not uncommon that a fragment ends in the middle of a microsatellite, which provokes wrong overlaps.

In order to allow a decent assembly the accuracy of the bases in the sequences has to be ensured and the vector regions in the fragments have to be cut off, otherwise they would lead to wrong
overlaps. In addition the microsatellites in all sequences, especially at the beginning or end of a sequence, have to be masked.

After the DNA-sequences are assembled the search for usable repeats can be started. Normally di-repeats are picked for the marker design. When the microsatellites are found, primers have to be created in the flanking regions of these repeats. Here it is necessary to look for other repeats between the primer pairs, because length variations in those repeats could cause wrong results if the primer pair was used as marker. Sometimes these microsatellites are hard to find, e.g., they could be imperfect or have a repeat unit of five or six nucleotides.

If the created primer pairs are supposed to be used in a multiplex-PCR experiment it must be checked that the various primers will not interact with each other or have multiple binding sites in the sample DNA. Furthermore, all primers ideally share nearly the same melting / annealing temperature.

3 Used technologies

3.1 Script-language Tcl

Tcl (Tool command language, developed by John Ousterhout, 1988) is an open source script-language and related to Unix-shell-languages. It is easy to learn and allows application development in short time.

Tcl is well known in the toolkit Tk. Tk is an open source toolkit for development of graphical user interfaces (GUIs). It was created for Tcl and is usable for small projects under Linux, Windows or Macintosh. Tk-implementations are also available for other languages like Perl or Python.

3.2 The Staden package

The Staden package is a sequence handling and analysis software developed at the Medical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, UK.

Download: https://sourceforge.net/projects/staden/

It is based on C methods which are accessed through Tcl-scripts.

Two components of the Staden-Package are of primary interest to the present project as described in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Pregap4

Through a graphical user interface trace data can be prepared for assembly or analysis. Automated processes are for example base calling, trace format conversion, quality analysis, vector clipping, contaminant screening, repeat searching and mutation detection.

3.2.1.1 Modules

Pregap4 is an interface which allows processing any kind of sequence data through the execution of optional and configurable modules in a step-by-step scheme as a workflow. It allows an easy integration of new modules into its structure.

3.2.1.1.1 Phred

Phred is a C program for the base calling of DNA sequencer trace files in SCF, ABI or ESD format [Ewing & Green, 1998]. The base calls and assigned quality values are written to output files. Phred uses simple Fourier methods for the trace examination. In Pregap4 it can be used for exactly this purpose.

More information can be found on the web at http://www.phrap.com/phred/.

3.2.1.1.2 Crossmatch

Crossmatch is a program for comparing nucleic acid or protein sequences. It is based on the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm [Smith & Waterman 1981, Gotoh 1982]. In comparison to BLAST, which is a heuristic alignment program, it is slower but more sensitive, providing globally optimal alignments by means of dynamic programming. In Pregap4 it is used to compare vector sequences against reads and mask the vector sequence regions.

3.2.1.1.3 Phobos

The Phobos module for Pregap4 was invented in an earlier project [Kraemer, 2007], but some methods were rewritten or completely removed because of three reasons: a new Phobos version, a changed tag appearance and a better comprehensibility of the script. The module allows the setting of the motif-length and minimum number of motif repetitions of the SSRs, which are found by Phobos. The microsatellites which fit to the set parameters are written as tags to
experiment files. These files were created by Pregap4 from the trace data through another module.

3.2.1.2 Processing trace files with Pregap4

To process trace files with Pregap4, they have to be loaded into the “Files to Process”-table through the “Add files”-button (see the picture below).

When the trace files are selected, the modules which shall be used have to be selected and eventually loaded. These settings are done in the “Configure Modules”-table.

For creating experiment files with marked repeats for a Gap4 database, the modules listed in the menu displayed here were used in the shown order. Possibly the Phred and Crossmatch modules have to be installed and the Phobos module must be loaded. Loading a module is possible through the “Modules”-menu and the option “Add/Remove Modules”. Crossmatch needs a FASTA file with the vector sequence of the trace files. Instead of Crossmatch the “Sequencing Vector Clip”-module could be used. The other unselected modules in the menu could be used together with the selected ones in the shown order, but they are not necessarily needed.
After selecting and, if necessary, configuring the modules the “Run”-button at the left bottom of the Pregap4 window is to be pressed to initiate the processing of the modules. All created files in this process are written to the file-folder of the loaded trace files.

3.2.2 Gap4

Gap4 allows the creation of a database and the assembly of sequences, ordering and joining contigs based on read pair data and sequence comparisons. It is possible to analyze and edit the contigs. Also it gives a graphical view of assembled sequences. Here the graphical user interface to Gap4 is displayed after loading a database.

The Gap4 manual can be found on the following webpage:

3.2.2.1 Creating a Gap4 database

At first a new and empty Gap4 database has to be created. This is done through the “File”-menu and a click on the “New”-option. With the “Browse”-button of the opened window the right folder for the database can be chosen. It should be the same folder as the one with the experiment-files which will be included in the database; otherwise it will not be possible to write something to the files, only to the database.

Now an empty database exists. To fill it with some sequence-data the “Assembly”-menu gets selected and the kind of assembly, which shall be performed, is chosen. The “Normal shotgun assembly” was used in this project. The assembly parameters were set like on the picture to the left.

For the masking the “SVEC” and “REPT”-tags were selected, through this an assembly by means of overlapping microsatellites were prevented. Under the option “Input reading filenames from” the experiment-files for the database are chosen. This happens best with the radio-button on “selection” and browsing for the files. It is necessary that all files are in the same folder. Furthermore the path to the folder and the file names are not allowed to include space characters, also there is a limit for the length of file names. Under “Save failures to” a filename has to be set. After clicking the “OK”-button the sequences will be assembled and written to the database.

3.3 BLAST

BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) stands for a collection of tools for the analysis of sequence data [Altschul et al, 1990]. In this project “blastall” from the NCBI blast was used. It compares DNA or protein sequences to sequences already in a database. The result is a list of local alignments with scores quantifying the significance of the different alignment hits.

3.4 Phobos

Phobos was developed by Christoph Mayer [2008] (Univ. Bochum) for microsatellite detection. Phobos uses files of DNA-sequences in FASTA-format as input. As result it returns a text file with a list of found SSRs for each sequence. Phobos is able to find imperfect repeats and can search for SSRs with a repeat length much longer than six nucleotides. Also it can be flexibly customized considering for example the imperfection of repeats to be found.

A list of the Phobos parameters and their function can be found in “The Staden Multiplex Project.pdf” in the doc-folder of the Staden Package after installing the project.

Download: http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/spezzoo/cm/cm_phobos.htm.

3.5 Primer3

Primer3 is a command line based program [Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000]. Its purpose is to find possible DNA-primer positions in a DNA-sequence, normally for given target regions in the sequence. The input file must have a special format with the DNA-sequence, eventually quality data and the specifics for the primer search. Primer3 returns the results of the search as text-output to standard output, gathering all information about the found primer pairs.

3.6 SQLite

SQLite is a program library with an integrated relational database system; it was developed by Dr. Richard Hipp [2000] and is written in C. The database is designed for embedded usage, i.e., without client-server concepts; it is available with interfaces for all important programming languages including Tcl. Through the embedded design the application can be integrated into programs without the need for additional server software.

The SQLite library is available under http://www.sqlite.org/.

3.7 The R-Project

The statistics software R was released under the GNU licence. It is available for Windows, Linux, MacOS and further operating systems. It was developed by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman and is based on the S and S-Plus language.
R provides many statistical and graphical techniques; also it can be easily enhanced by a variety of publicly available packages. Many of these packages are directly available through the R-Project, see http://www.r-project.org.

4 The project

4.1 Approach

The project should establish an easy and fast way to create microsatellite markers for multiplex-PCR experiments from trace files. Since the Staden Package delivered a good workflow for sequence analysis through Pregap4 and Gap4 and an earlier project already integrated modules for microsatellite detection and primer creation [Kraemer, 2007] in the Staden Package, it was the optimal choice as basis for this project.

The work started directly with the Multiplex module, because there were already modules which allowed the creation of primers for microsatellites. The Multiplex module should be able to compare huge lists of primer pairs against each other to eliminate possibly conflicting primer combinations. Furthermore, the module should allow comparing the primers against the sequences in the Gap4 database and excluding primer pairs showing similarities to non-target sequences.

For comparing the primers against the database, NCBI BLAST (see section 3.4) was integrated in the module. The module can be configured to blast primers against the sequences from the Gap4 database, or against any other user-specified set of sequences. Primers with good hits can be excluded from further comparisons as probably unspecific.

For the comparison of the primers a modified version of “ntdpal”, a component of Primer3, was used (see section 4.2.7). In Primer3 “ntdpal” is used to compare one primer against a second primer. It returns a score value for their compatibility. The modified version allows comparing whole primer lists against each other and it returns a matrix of the score values.

Finally, an algorithm for selecting primer pairs for a multiplex-PCR experiment based on the score matrix, the blast results and a manual selection option was implemented.

Besides, a comfortable way for storing and handling of the created primer lists had to be developed to circumvent inconvenient processing of files. At the moment the lists only could be written to the Gap4 database, the experiment files or be exported as text files. SQLite seemed a promising option, because of the already existing Tcl-bindings, at least for Windows and Linux.
The SQLite module for Gap4 was not only supposed to allow the storing of lists, but also to reuse them, or selected parts of them, as input for modules, e.g., a repeat list as input for the Primer3 module. To make this possible the already existing modules for microsatellite detection and primer creation had to be considerably changed. The Phobos module was nearly completely rewritten. Originally it only detected repeats and wrote them to the Gap4 database. Now it allows creating multiple repeat lists with different contents, displayed in separate windows. Here every single repeat can be selected individually and stored not only in the Gap4 database but also in a SQLite database or exported as text file. This considerably improves the flexibility of the software. Furthermore, the appearances of the Gap4 database and experiment file tags were changed. Similar modifications were made for the Primer3 module. The tag modifications led also to further developments of the Phobos module for Pregap4.

4.2 Design and implementation

4.2.1 phobos.p4m

Phobos.p4m is the Phobos module for Pregap4. The module based on the Troll module for Pregap4 [Martins et al, 2006]. For this project it was nearly completely rewritten. Methods no longer needed were removed and the tag marking of experiment files was simplified and adjusted to the needs of the new Gap4 modules.

The methods:

configure_dialog
This method is invoked by Pregap4 when the module configuration shall be saved. The current configuration of the modules interface variables is written to a Pregap4 config file.

create_dialog
The method creates the interface of the Phobos module.

init
By processing the module through Pregap4 the method checks for the “phobos_cl”-file in the binaries folder of the Staden Package, if it is not present the module cannot be run and throws an error message.
name
This method returns the module name “PHOBOS” to Pregap4.

process_dialog
It gathers all variable setting from the module interface.

run
This method contains the whole processing part. At first it creates a temporary FASTA file with all sequences of the input experiment files. This file serves as input for Phobos. After Phobos is executed the results are written to the “pregap.Phobos_output”-file. This file will now be used to create repeat tags in the original input experiment files.

4.2.2 gap_phobos.tcl
The earlier version of the module only was able to find SSRs through Phobos and write them to the Gap4 database or the experiment files.
The module was enhanced by a table view of the found repeats and through this gained access to the contig position of every repeat. The option to store the repeat data in a SQLite database was added. Furthermore some bugs were fixed and some methods rewritten. All in all the comfort and flexibility of the module was much enhanced.

The methods:

gap_phobos
This method is executed by invoking the module. It creates the interface of the Phobos module.

gap_phobos_close
The method is invoked through the “Close Window”-button in the interface. It creates the “Phobos_SSR.passed” and “Phobos_no_SSR.passed” files and deletes the Phobos output file, depending on the settings in the interface.

gap_phobos_editEndCmd
It is linked to the tablelist object and is invoked by clicking on the “Use”-column of a row in the tablelist. It allows changing the state of the checkbox in this column.
**gap_phobos_execute**
This will be invoked through the button “Run Phobos” in the Phobos interface. It creates a text file with all consensus sequences and tags of the contigs from the database. From this a FASTA file, as Phobos input, is created. After that Phobos is executed with the input file. The input and consensus files get deleted and the Phobos results are written to a text file.

**gap_phobos_export_repeats**
This method is executed through the “Export to File”-button in the “Repeat Table”-window and writes all, through the “Use”-checkbox, selected repeats to a text file. The text file has the name set in the “Export to File”-box.

**gap_phobos_export_write**
It is invoked through the “gap_phobos_export_repeats”-method, when the filename already exists. It opens a dialog which allows overwriting the existing file, to append the repeats to the existing file or to abort the writing progress.

**gap_phobos_generate_table**
It is executed through the button “Generate Table” in the Phobos interface. The method “gap_phobos_get_results” is invoked and the returned results will be search for fitting repeats on basis of the parameters set in the interface. The list with the selected SSRs is given to the method “gap_phobos_table”.

**gap_phobos_get_results**
This method gets the microsatellite information from the Phobos output file and stores them in a list, which is returned to the “gap_phobos_generate_table”-method. Because the Gap4 database contigs can include more than one reading, it is necessary to find the right position in the database for the repeats before they can be entered into the result list.

**gap_phobos_invokeEditors**
The method is linked to the tablelist object and invokes a contig-editor through a double click on a row in the tablelist. The contig-editor will show the location of the selected repeat.
**gap_phobos_populate_tablelist**
It will be executed through the buttons “Select All” or “Deselect All” in the tablelist. It clears the repeat table and fills it anew with the same repeats, but with different state of the “Use”-column of the table.

**gap_phobos_primer3**
It is invoked through the “Create Primer”-button in the “Repeat Table”-window. The method creates a target list of the selected repeat rows in the tablelist and then invokes an instance of the Primer3 module with this target list for primer creation.

**gap_phobos_save**
This method is processed after pressing the button “Save” in the Phobos interface. It saves the parameter settings of the interface to a file in the “phobos_multiplex”-folder of the Staden Package. This file will be loaded automatically with every new start of the module.

**gap_phobos_sqLiteDB**
This method is invoked through the “Export to SQLiteDB”-button in the “Repeat Table”-window. It opens or creates a SQLite database with the name set in the “Export to SQLiteDB name”-box in the window. It will enter the selected rows as a new list in the SQLite database. To verify that the new table is not already in the database an md5sum of the list is created and compared to the lists already in the database.

**gap_phobos_table**
This method creates the tablelist window. It gets a list of repeats from the method “gap_phobos_generate_table” and enters them to the table.

**gap_phobos_writeToExpOrDB**
By pressing the “Add to”-button, depending on the status of the “DB”- and “exp-File”- checkboxes, this method will add the selected repeats as tags to the Gap4 database or/and the experiment files.

**md5sum**
It is executed through the method “gap_phobos_sqLiteDB” and creates an md5sum of a given list.
4.2.3 `gap_primer3.tcl`

The earlier version of the module was able to create flanking primers for every tag type in a Gap4 database, for example microsatellites. The created primer pairs could be written as tags to the Gap4 database or the experiment files, also it was possible to export the primers as tab-delimited text file.

Beside some fixes and method rewriting, the module now allows multiple instances and is able to write the results to a SQLite database. Furthermore it is able to create flanking primers for repeats not only from the Gap4 database, but also from a SQLite database.

The methods:

`gap_primer3`
This method is executed by invoking the module. It creates the interface of the Primer3 module.

`gap_primer3_create_primer_list`
This method gets the primer information from the Primer3 output file and stores them in a list, which is returned to the “`gap_primer3_tablelist`”-method. Because the Gap4 database contigs can include more than one reading, it is necessary to find the right position in the database for the repeats before they can be entered into the result list. Normally, for every microsatellite with proper flanking regions for primers, four primer pairs are created. Only the best primer pair for a microsatellite will later be selected in the tablelist.

`gap_primer3_editEndCmd`
It is linked to the tablelist object and is invoked by clicking on the “Use”-column of a row in the tablelist. It allows changing the state of the checkbox in this column.

`gap_primer3_execute`
This will be invoked at the end of the method “`gap_primer3_ok`”. It executes Primer3 with the input file. The Primer3 results are written to a text file.

`gap_primer3_export_primer`
This method is executed through the “Export to File”-button in the “Primer Table”-window and writes all, through the “Use”-checkbox, selected primer pairs to a text file. The text file has the name set in the “Export to File”-box.
**gap_primer3_export_write**

It is invoked through the “gap_primer3_export_primer”-method, when the filename already exists. It opens a dialog which allows overwriting the existing file, to append the primer pairs to the existing file or to abort the writing progress.

**gap_primer3_get_targets**

Invoked through the “gap_primer3_ok”-method it creates the lists of target- and excluded-regions for the Primer3 input file. Depending on the setting of the parameters for gap-length, target-length and the “Only single SSR”-mode the method decides if a possible target region is entered to the target list or not. If there are not enough bases between two SSRs to place a primer, the SSRs do not get on the target list or will be counted as a single target, depending on the “Only single SSR”-mode.

**gap_primer3_invoke_editors**

The method is linked to the tablelist object and invokes a contig-editor through a double click on a row in the tablelist. The contig-editor will show the location of the selected primer pair product graphically.

**gap_primer3_mark_primer**

By pressing the “Add to”-button, depending on the status of the “DB”- and “exp-File”-checkboxes, in the “Primer Table”-window, this method will add the selected primer pairs as tags to the Gap4 database or/and the experiment files. For marking the primers in the Gap4 database the right position in the right reading of the given contig has to be found.

**gap_primer3_multiplex**

It is invoked through the “Create Multiplex”-button in the “Primer Table”-window. The method creates a primer list of the selected primer pairs in the tablelist and then invokes an instance of the Multiplex module with this primer list for multiplex creation.

**gap_primer3_ok**

This method is invoked when the “OK”-button of the Primer3 interface is pressed. It creates a text file with the consensus sequences and tags of all contigs. With this file and the method “gap_primer3_get_targets” a Primer3 input file is created. After that it invokes the method “gap_primer3_execute”. At last the method “gap_primer3_create_primer_list” is processed.
**gap_primer3_populate_tablelist**

It will be executed through the buttons “Select All”, “Deselect All” or “Standard Selection” in the tablelist. It empties the primer table and fills it anew with the same primer pairs, but with different state of the “Use”-column of the table. The “Standard Selection” marks, for every repeat, only the primer pair with the lowest penalty value.

**gap_primer3_safe**

This method is processed after pressing the button “Save” in the Primer3 interface. It saves the parameter settings of the interface to a file in the “phobos_multiplex”-folder of the Staden Package. This file will be loaded automatically with every new start of the module.

**gap_primer3_sqliteDB**

This method is invoked through the “Export to SQLiteDB”-button in the “Primer Table”-window. It opens or creates a SQLite database with the name set in the “Export to SQLiteDB name”-box in the window. It will enter the selected rows as a new list in the SQLite database. To verify that the new table is not already in the database an md5sum of the list is created and compared to the lists already in the database.

**gap_primer3_tablelist**

This method is called at the end of the “gap_primer3_create_primer_list”-method, if primers were found. It creates the “Primer Table”-window and fills the tablelist with the created primer pairs. Depending on the setting of the interface options to create “Primer3_primer.passed” or “Primer3_no_primer.passed” files and the deletion of Primer3 input/output files, the accordant files will be created / deleted.

**gap_primer3_update_info**

It is linked to the tablelist object. When a row in the tablelist gets selected through a click, this method is invoked. It updates the information shown in the text field at the bottom of the “Primer Table”-window.

**md5sum**

It is executed through the method “gap_primer3_sqliteDB” and creates an md5sum of a given list.
4.2.4 gap_multiplex.tcl

The Multiplex module creates lists of primer pairs, which can be used simultaneously in a multiplex-PCR experiment. As basis information serves a text file of primers, created through the Primer3 module, a primer table from a SQLite database or primer tags in the Gap4 database. Like in the Primer3 module the results can be written to a text file, as tags to the Gap4 database or as table to a SQLite database.

The multiplex primer candidates can be blasted against all contigs of the Gap4 database or a sequences file in FASTA format. By this means primers with multiple binding spots in the template DNA can be excluded. In every case all multiplex candidates are aligned against each other and get selected on basis of the alignment score. Additionally, the module provides the possibility to create a tree image in the PNG format, which shows the compatibility of the different primer pairs. This is only possible with a working installation of the R-Project.

The methods:

decr
This method is the opposite of the standard method “incr”; it decreases the value of an integer variable by 1.

gap_multiplex
This method is executed by invoking the module. It creates the interface of the Multiplex module.

gap_multiplex_alignPrim
This method is called by the methods “gap_multiplex_ok”, “gap_multiplex_create_mplx” or “gap_multiplex_treefile”. It gets the primer pair list and creates two new lists of primers; the first contains all primer sequences as they are in the primer pair list, the second list contains all this primer sequences in the reverse state. These two lists are given to “ntdpal”, which returns a matrix with alignment scores of all primers. The results are returned to the method which called “gap_multiplex_alignPrim”.

gap_multiplex_alignSeq
This method gets a list of all sequences in the Gap4 database and the primer pair list. It also creates a primer and a reverse primer list from the primer pair list. Then the two primer lists will
be aligned against the Gap4 database sequences through “ntdpal” and a scoring matrix is returned.
This method is not used because of the time intensive alignment. Currently, BLAST is used for this kind of alignment. However, it is not as accurate as “ntdpal” but much faster.

`gap_multiplex_blast`

The method is invoked by the “`gap_multiplex_ok`”-method. It creates a BLAST database from a sequence list and a FASTA file with all primer sequences from the primer pair list. Subsequently, the “blastall” program is used to BLAST the created FASTA file against the created database. The BLAST results are parsed to a result list and returned to “`gap_multiplex_ok`”.

`gap_multiplex_create_mplx`

This method is executed through the “`gap_multiplex_tablelist_seq`”-method. It invokes the method “`gap_multiplex_alignPrim`” with a list of primer pairs which are selected in the tablelist in the “Blast Table”-window. The results are given to the “`gap_multiplex_selectPrim`”-method, which creates and returns the multiplex primer sets. At last the method “`gap_multiplex_tablelist`” is called to display this primer sets.

`gap_multiplex_dir`

This method allows browsing for and setting the Staden Package and R-Project paths in the Multiplex interface.

`gap_multiplex_editEndCmd`

It is linked to the tablelist object and is invoked by clicking on the “Use”-column of a row in the tablelist. It allows changing the state of the checkbox in this column.

`gap_multiplex_export_primer`

This method is executed through the “Export to File”-button in the “Multiplex Table”-window and writes all, through the “Use”-checkbox, selected primer pairs to a text file. The text file has the name set in the “Export to File”-box.
\textit{gap_multiplex_export_write}

It is invoked through the “\textit{gap_multiplex_export_primer}”-method, when the filename already exists. It opens a dialog which allows overwriting the existing file, to append the primer pairs to the existing file or to abort the writing progress.

\textit{gap_multiplex_get_primer_from_db}

It is called by the “\textit{gap_multiplex_ok}”-method and allows using the primer pairs marked in the Gap4 database for a multiplex primer search. It scans the whole database for all primer tags, set in the Multiplex interface, and writes the found pairs into the primer pair list. This list is returned to “\textit{gap_multiplex_ok}”.

\textit{gap_multiplex_invoke_editors}

The method is linked to the tablelist object and invokes a contig-editor through a double click on a row in the tablelist. The contig-editor will show the location of the selected primer pair product.

\textit{gap_multiplex_mark_primer}

By pressing the “Add to”-button, depending on the status of the “DB”- and “exp-File”- checkboxes, in the “Multiplex Table”-window, this method will add the selected primer pairs as tags to the Gap4 database or/and the experiment files. For marking the primers in the Gap4 database the right position in the right reading of the given contig has to be found.

\textit{gap_multiplex_ok}

It is executed through the “OK”-button or the “Show R-Tree of Primer”-button of the Multiplex interface. Depending on the settings in the interface the method will create the primer pair list and sequence list and invokes the “Blast Table”- , the “Multiplex Table”-window or respectively opens the “Treefile.png”.

For this the methods “\textit{gap_multiplex_readPrimFile}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_readSeqFile}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_alignPrim}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_get_primer_from_db}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_tree File}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_blast}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_alignPrim}”, “\textit{gap_multiplex_selectPrim}” and/or “\textit{gap_multiplex_tablelist}” are called.
**gap_multiplex_populate_sequencelist**

This method is linked to the primer tablelist in the “Blast Table”-window. When a row in the primer tablelist gets selected, the method clears the sequence tablelist and fills it with the primer specific blast results.

**gap_multiplex_populate_tablelist**

It will be executed through the buttons “Select All” or “Deselect All” in the tablelist. It empties the multiplex table and fills it anew with the same primer pairs, but with different state of the “Use”-column of the table.

**gap_multiplex_readPrimFile**

Reads the Primer3 output file, set in the Multiplex interface, and parses the contents to the primer pair list.

**gap_multiplex_readSeqFile**

Reads the sequence FASTA file, set in the Multiplex interface, and parses the contents to the sequence list.

**gap_multiplex_safe**

This method is processed after pressing the button “Save” in the Multiplex interface. It saves the parameter settings of the interface to a file in the “phobos_multiplex”-folder of the Staden Package. This file will be loaded automatically with every new start of the module.

**gap_multiplex_selectPrim**

The method will be executed at the end of the “gap_multiplex_ok”-method. It uses the primer pair list and primer score list to create a third list, which, for every single primer, contains the number of primers not conflicting with the current one. From this conflict list the primer with the highest value is taken, its value in the conflict list is set to 0 and all primer pair which conflict with this one are deleted from the primer pair and score lists. Now a new conflict list is created. This new list only contains primers which are useable with the already selected one. From this list the primer with the highest value is also taken and the cycle starts anew. This will happen until there are no primers left in the primer pair list.

That way, depending on the “Number of Multiplex Tables”-value in the Multiplex interface, a number of tables is created and returned to the “gap_multiplex_ok”-method.
`gap_multiplex_sqLiteDB`
This method is invoked through the “Export to SQLiteDB”-button in the “Multiplex Table”-window. It opens or creates a SQLite database with the name set in the “Export to SqliteDB name”-box in the window. It will enter the selected rows as a new list in the SQLite database. To verify that the new table is not already in the database an md5sum of the list is created and compared to the lists already in the database.

`gap_multiplex_tablelist`
This method is called at the end of the “`gap_multiplex_ok`”-method, if multiplex primer sets were found. It creates the “Multiplex Table”-window and fills the tablelist with the compatible primer pairs.

`gap_multiplex_tablelist_seq`
It will be invoked by the “`gap_multiplex_ok`”-method, if the “Check against sequences”- and “Show Primetable for selection”- checkboxes are marked. It creates the “Blast Table”-window and fills a tablelist with all primers and through the method “`gap_multiplex_populate_sequencelist`” the other with the appropriate BLAST hits.

`gap_multiplex_treeFile`
This method is called when the button “Show R-Tree of Primer” in the Multiplex interface is clicked. It creates a text file with a score matrix of the selected primer pairs. If a version of the “R Project” is installed and the R-path, in the Multiplex interface, correctly set, a png image of a primer tree is created and opened. The executed R-script can be found in the “phobos_multiplex”-folder of the Staden Package.

`gap_multiplex_update_info`
It is linked to the tablelist object. When a row in the tablelist gets selected through a click, this method is invoked. It updates the information shown in the text field at the bottom of the “Multiplex Table”-window.

`md5sum`
It is executed through the method “`gap_multiplex_sqLiteDB`” and creates an md5sum of a given list.
4.2.5 gap_sqliteDB.tcl

This module provides the interface for SQLite databases created with the modules of this project. It allows editing the databases by addition or deletion of tables and table entries. It also allows adding a comment to tables or chancing the ones already existing. Additionally, the tables of a database can be used as input for other modules of the project.

The methods:

**gap_sqliteDB**

This method is executed by invocation of the module. It creates the interface to the SQLite module.

**gap_sqliteDB_create**

It is called through the method “gap_sqliteDB_tablelist”, by clicking one of the buttons “New Table” or “Enter selected Rows” in a “SQLite Table”-window. Clicking the button “New Table” will create a new table of the same type as the active one and writes it to the database. This table contains no entries. With the button “Enter selected Rows” the rows, marked in the “Use”-column of the tablelist, can be added to another table with the id-number set in the text field behind the button.

**gap_sqliteDB_del**

This method can be executed from the method “gap_sqliteDB_ok”. It allows deleting a selected table from the database.

**gap_sqliteDB_delete**

It is called by the method “gap_sqliteDB_tablelist” and allows to delete the whole table or to delete selected rows from the table.

**gap_sqliteDB_editEndCmd**

It is linked to the tablelist object and is invoked by clicking on the “Use”-column of a row in the tablelist. It allows changing the state of the checkbox in this column.
**gap_sqLiteDB_export_primer**

This method is executed through the “Export to File”-button in a primer or multiplex table and writes all, through the “Use”-Checkbox, selected primer pairs to a text file. The text file has the name set in the “Export to File”-box.

**gap_sqLiteDB_export_repeats**

This method is executed through the “Export to File”-button in a repeat table and writes all, through the “Use”-Checkbox, selected repeats to a text file. The text file has the name set in the “Export to File”-box.

**gap_sqLiteDB_export_write**

It is invoked through the “gap_sqLiteDB_export_primer”-method, when the filename already exists. It opens a dialog which allows overwriting the existing file, to append the primer pairs to the existing file or to abort the writing progress.

**gap_sqLiteDB_export_write_rept**

It is invoked through the “gap_sqLiteDB_export_repeats”-method, when the filename already exists. It opens a dialog which allows overwriting the existing file, to append the repeats to the existing file or to abort the writing progress.

**gap_sqLiteDB_get_list**

Called by many different methods it extracts and returns all elements of the desired list from the SQLite database. To do this the method needs the id-number and the type of the table in question.

**gap_sqLiteDB_invoke_editors**

The method is linked to the tablelist object and invokes a contig-editor through a double click on a row in the tablelist. The contig-editor will show the location of the selected primer pair product.

**gap_sqLiteDB_invoke_editors_rept**

The method is linked to the tablelist object and invokes a contig-editor through a double click on a row in the tablelist. The contig-editor will show the location of the selected repeat.
**gap_sqLiteDB_invoke_list_editors**

The method is linked to the tablelist objects of the “gap_sqLiteDB_ok”-method and calls the method “gap_sqLiteDB_tablelist” through a double click on a row in a tablelist. The called method will display the selected table.

**gap_sqLiteDB_mark_db_exp**

By pressing the “Add to”-button, depending on the status of the “DB”- and “exp-File”-checkboxes, in the “Table”-window, this method will add the selected primer pairs / repeats as tags to the Gap4 database or/and the experiment files. For marking the primers / repeats in the Gap4 database the right position in the right reading of the given contig has to be found.

**gap_sqLiteDB_multiplex**

It is invoked through the “Create Multiplex”-button in a “Primer Table”-window of a SQLite database. The method creates a primer list of the selected primer pair in the tablelist and then invokes an instance of the Multiplex module with this primer list for multiplex creation.

**gap_sqLiteDB_ok**

This method is executing after opening a SQLite database. It creates the SQLite interface. It displays three tablelists, this lists contain the different kinds of tables in the database (multiplex, primer and repeat lists). Through a double click on a row of one tablelist the selected table will be displayed.

**gap_sqLiteDB_populate_tablelist**

It will be executed through the buttons “Select All” or “Deselect All” in the tablelist. It empties the table and fills it anew with the same primer pairs / repeats, but with different state of the “Use”-column of the table.

**gap_sqLiteDB_primer3**

It is invoked through the “Create Primer”-button in a “Repeat Table”-window. The method creates a target list of the selected repeat rows in the tablelist and then invokes an instance of the Primer3 module with this target list for primer creation.
**gap_sqLiteDB_reload**

This method, executed through the “Reload”-button in the SQLite interface, allows reloading the database. By working with the database it is possible to open the Primer3 or Multiplex module and add through those new tables to the database. These tables will not be shown in the SQLite interface until reloading the database.

**gap_sqLiteDB_sqLiteDB**

This method is invoked through the “Export to SQLiteDB”-button in a table window. It opens or creates a SQLite database with the name set in the “Export to SqLiteDB name”-box in the window. It will enter the selected rows as a new list in the SQLite database. To verify that the new table is not already in the database an md5sum of the list is created and compared to the lists already in the database.

**gap_sqLiteDB_tablelist**

This method creates a window which displays the contents a table. The appearance of the window depends on the kind of table which shall be displayed (multiplex, primer or repeat). Multiplex and primer tables have a text field at the bottom of the window, which shows some additional information the selected primer pair. Repeat tables have a second list in place of the text field. This list shows all primer pairs from multiplex or primer tables in the database, which enclose the selected repeat.

**gap_sqLiteDB_tablelist_primer**

This method is linked to the repeat tablelist and is executed when a row of the table gets selected. It clears the primer table of the window and fills it anew with primers from the database appropriate to the selected microsatellite.

**gap_sqLiteDB_update_info**

It is linked to the tablelist object. When a row in the tablelist gets selected through a click, this method is invoked. It updates the information shown in the text field at the bottom of the “Multiplex Table”-window.

**md5sum**

It is executed through the method “gap_sqLiteDB_sqLiteDB” and creates an md5sum of a given list.
4.2.6 gap_DBtoFASTA.tcl

This module was developed to allow the export of all contigs in a Gap4 database to a FASTA file. To do this there is only the “gap_DBtoFASTA” method. Through a standard method of Gap4 it creates a file with all consensus sequences of the database. This file is used to create a FASTA file including all contig sequences.

4.2.7 ntdpal

The C code ntdpal originates from the Primer3 sources [Rozen & Skaletsky 2000]. In Primer3 it is used to align two primer sequences against each other. It will align the forward against the reverse primer and both against their reverse complement. Through this ntdpal creates scores which are used in Primer3 to compute penalty values as quality marks for the primer pairs.

To apply ntdpal for the selection of primer pairs useable in a multiplex-PCR it had to be rewritten. Formerly, ntdpal allowed the input of two primer sequences. The ntdpal used by the Multiplex module gets two primer sequence lists as input. The second list contains the reverse complements of all primer sequences in the first list. It returns not a single score but a score matrix, which is used by the Multiplex module to select primer pair combinations for usage in a multiplex-PCR.

4.2.8 R-Project

In this project R is used to create a tree from a text file of primer pairs. This tree shows a relative usability of the primer pairs in a multiplex-PCR. Primer pairs on different branches of the tree are more likely to interact with each other than pairs on the same branch. Normally this means primer pairs from the same branch could be used in a multiplex-PCR. There can be some exceptions. To build-up the tree average scores for every primer pair are created, through this it can happen, that two primer pairs, which will interact with each other, appear in the same branch of the tree. As example: the forward primer works perfectly with both primers of the other pair, but the reverse primer resembles the binding site of the forward primer of the other pair. Through the average primer pair scores the two pairs would seem usable with each other and would appear relatively near each other in the tree.

The R script used for the tree creation can be found in the “phobos_multiplex”-folder of the Staden Package.
5 Laboratory tests

5.1 Materials and methods

5.1.1 Phaeocystis

For the multiplex-PCR experiments DNA from *Phaeocystis antarctica* was used. The alga *Phaeocystis* is distributed worldwide and is an important part of the phytoplankton, but is also seen as a nuisance [Baumann *et al.* 1994; Schoemann *et al.*, 2005; Veldhuis and Wassmann, 2005].

*Phaeocystis* can appear as single flagellated cells [Whipple *et al.*, 2005] or in huge colonies sometimes of more than 3 cm in diameter [Shen *et al.*, 2004]. It is a bloom forming alga which can pollute large areas after its bloom crashing. When the bloom decays, the remains start to foam and are carried to the shore [Lancelot *et al.*, 1987]. *Phaeocystis* accounts for a great part of the global sulphur budget through the release of dimethylsulfide propionate (DMSP) [Baumann *et al.*, 1993].

![Fig. 5.1.1.a: Phaeocystis antarctica, flagellate cell; picture by Steffi Gäbler-Schwarz](image1)

![Fig. 5.1.1.b: Phaeocystis antarctica, cell colony; picture by Steffi Gäbler-Schwarz](image2)
5.1.2 PCR

The polymerase-chain-reaction, or PCR [Mullis, 1983], is a method for in vitro amplification of DNA. Only relative short DNA-segments are copied, up to 3000 bases (3kbp) in length. The PCR is used in a number of areas, for example for the „Genetic Fingerprint“, gene cloning, mutagenesis or for identification of evolutionary relationships between organisms. The latter applies here in form of microsatellites.

To accomplish a PCR the following components are needed:

- the template DNA, with the segment for amplification
- two primers (short DNA sequences, approx. 20 bases long), which bind to the two single strands of the template DNA and, in this manner, confine the area for amplification
- DNA-polymerase, which binds to the primers and constructs the missing DNA-strand
- desoxynucleosidetriphosphate (dNTPs), the components for the synthesis of DNA-strands through the polymerase
- Mg$^{2+}$-ions, as co-factor for the polymerase
- buffer solutions, for an appropriate chemical environment for the reaction.

Figure 5.1.2.a shows a cycle in a PCR, the different steps are marked with red numbers.

1. Denaturation (melting): The double-stranded DNA is unravelled in two single-strands, happening through heating to 94-96°C. This will split the hydrogen bonds which hold the strands together. In the first cycle the DNA will be heated for a longer period to assure that only single-stranded DNA exists.

2. Primer hybridisation (annealing): After separating the strands the temperature is reduced, so the primer can attach to the DNA-strands. The temperature at this point depends on the used primers. If the temperature is too high the primers will not attach to the DNA, if it is to low they will attach to wrong places in the DNA-strand.

3. Elongation (extension): The DNA-polymerase fills the missing strands with free nucleotides. It starts at the 3'-ending of the attached primer and follows the DNA-strand. The primer will not detach, it makes up the beginning of the strand. The temperature depends on the used DNA-polymerase (between 68 °C and 72 °C). The time for this step is dependent on the used polymerase as well as the length of the DNA-fragment for amplification.

4. The cycle starts anew.
5.1.3 Multiplex PCR

A multiplex-PCR works in the same way as a normal PCR. The difference is that more than one primer pair is used in the reaction. The usage of several primer pairs in one tube permits saving time and effort. There are numerous applications for multiplex PCRs from *in vitro* cloning to disease diagnosis [Elnifro *et al*, 2000].

It is important that the different primers used in a multiplex-PCR cannot attach to each other. This would reduce the efficiency of the reaction and probably inhibit it altogether. Also it is important that the primers do not have multiple binding spots in the template-DNA, this would reduce the primer efficiency and possibly allow the amplification of unwanted product-sequences. In addition, the PCR mixture and conditions (annealing temperature and cycle
number) are very important, they require individual adjustment for decent multiplex results [Henegariu et al, 1997]

Normally the primers in a multiplex-PCR have to be marked in some way (see section 5.1.4); otherwise the PCR-products could not be distinguished from one another, except the products differ in size more than a few base pairs.

![Multiplex-PCR diagram](image)

**Fig. 5.1.3.a: Multiplex-PCR with two primer pairs**

1.) Primers anneal to the DNA single strands. 2.) DNA-polymerase extends the primers.

3.) In the next cycle (after denaturation) four product strands and the two template strands are available for primer hybridisation.

### 5.1.4 Dye labelled primer

Dye labelled primers contain a fluorescence group at their 5’-end. These groups - called dyes - are of considerable size and influence the binding ability of the primer. Fluorescein, NBD, Tetramethylrhodamin, Texas Red and others can be used as dyes. They are coupled to a nucleotide and are accepted by the DNA-polymerase as 2’-desoxynucleotide or as 2’3’-didesoxynucleotide. The different dyes can be detected through their emissions after excitation by laser light.
5.2 Test runs

There were already 23 primer pairs available (Eurofins MWG Operon, http://www.eurofinsdna.com), which were designed with earlier versions of the Phobos and Primer3 modules for Gap4 (unpublished data by Steffi Gäbler-Schwarz). Some of these primers were modified and differed from the original results of the Primer3 module.

17 of the 23 primer pairs could be found again, identical to the available ones. For this the standard parameters of the Primer3 module were sufficient.

Those 17 were tested for usability in a multiplex-PCR. 7 primer pairs showed multiple binding spots in their Gap4 database. The other 10 provided several lists of possible combinations up to 7 pairs in one multiplex-PCR experiment. By decreasing the score value, from the standard of 8 down to 3, primer combinations were listed which should show minimal interaction of the different primers during a PCR. A score value under 3 delivered no possible combinations at all.

6 of the 10 primer pairs possible for a multiplex were tested in single PCR experiment (Fig. 5.2.a shows the specifics of all 10 primer pairs and marks out the tested ones). After several tests and modifications of the concentrations of dNTPs and primers and changes of the annealing temperature the PCR results were satisfactory. The primer pairs most appropriate for a multiplex-PCR (Prim7, Prim8 and Prim9) did not deliver the best results in single PCR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>Trm</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>Trm</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prim0</td>
<td>p14c_chrome142_F</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>GAGAGATACATAATGACGCTGA</td>
<td>p14c_chrome142_F</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>TTGATGAGTTGATTTATT</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim1</td>
<td>p14c_chrome150_F</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>GCTATGCTGCATGCTATTA</td>
<td>p14c_chrome150_F</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>AGGTGGTTGTCGACAGTC</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim2</td>
<td>p14c_chrome42_F</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>GTCCGATGACGCTACTACAT</td>
<td>p14c_chrome42_F</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>ATATTACGCTGACGAC</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim3</td>
<td>p14c_chrome97_R</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>GATCGTGACGCTACTACAT</td>
<td>p14c_chrome97_R</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>CATTTCTGGCTCTTCTTG</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim4</td>
<td>p14c_chrome98_R</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>GGCGAGCATAGGATACGAC</td>
<td>p14c_chrome98_R</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>CCGCGCTTAAACCTGAC</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim5</td>
<td>p14c_chrome28_F</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>GAGATGTACGATGATCAGC</td>
<td>p14c_chrome28_F</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>GCGCCGACTGACTGTTGAC</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim6</td>
<td>p14c_chrome26_F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>CGCAAGAGGTACTACAGAC</td>
<td>p14c_chrome26_F</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>GAGGACGCTGACTGTTGAG</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim7</td>
<td>p14c_chrome55_F</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>AGGTTTCTGCTTAACTACG</td>
<td>p14c_chrome55_F</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>GAGATGGATGATGCTCGTC</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim8</td>
<td>p14c_chrome35_F</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>AATGCGATGATGACGCTAC</td>
<td>p14c_chrome35_F</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>TATGTAACGACAGGAG</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim9</td>
<td>p14c_chrome32_F</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>CTAAGCGCTCTCTCCTG</td>
<td>p14c_chrome32_F</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>AGTACGACGACGTTGAC</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5.2.a: List of primer pairs with single blast hits. The primer pairs marked in the "Use"-column were tested.
Only two primer pairs worked well enough under the same conditions to be used in a multiplex experiment (Prim6 and Prim9). In order to get acceptable multiplex results with the other primer pairs many more adjustment tests will be necessary.

The specifics of the used primer pairs for the multiplex-PCR, the PCR program and mix are shown in the tables 5.2.a to 5.2.c.

---

**Fig. 5.2.b: Tree created with an R-script.**

Fig. 5.2.b shows a clustering of the primer pairs depending of how well they would work together in a multiplex. The tree serves only as guideline because it uses average values for each primer pair against the others (see section 4.2.7).

---

**Tab. 5.2.a: Multiplex tested primer pairs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Melting Tm</th>
<th>GC</th>
<th>Product size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clone26_F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>56,0</td>
<td>45,0</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55,3</td>
<td>50,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clone37_F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>59,8</td>
<td>64,7</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50,5</td>
<td>50,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tab. 5.2.b: PCR-Mix:
(* Eppendorf, **Sigma Aldrich;***NEB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>µl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCR-Buffer *</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNTPs (1mM)*</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betaine (5M)**</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA (1:10)***</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Primer 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Primer 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Primer 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Primer 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>7,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taq-Polymerase* (5 U/µl)</td>
<td>0,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Template</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td>20µl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 5.2.c: Used PCR program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>MS54C50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>94°C 1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94°C 15 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>54°C 20 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>72°C 30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>jump to 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>72°C 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4°C On hold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two primer pairs in the multiplex were also used in a fragment analysis. Both forward primers were labelled with a fluorescent dye at the 5’-end by Thermo Electron Corp. (http://www.thermo.com). Clone26_F was HEX labelled and Clone37_F was 6-FAM labelled.

The single PCRs were made under the same conditions as the ones with the unlabelled primers. For the multiplex-PCR experiments higher annealing temperatures (57°C and 60°C) were used.

For the fragment analysis 1 µl of the every PCR product was pipetted in an ABI plate containing 15µl Hi-Di Formamide (Applied Biosystems, http://www.appliedbiosystems.com) and 0,3 µl GeneScan-500 ROX Size Standard (Applied Biosystems). The mixture was denatured for 3 minutes by 95°C.

Fragment analysis was done by electrophoreses using a capillary sequencer (ABI PRISM 3100 AVANT, Applied Biosystems). Data visualisation was done using Genemapper V4.0 (Applied Biosystems).
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Unlabelled primers

For visualization of the unlabelled PCR products 3.5% Metaphor-agarose gels (BMA; www.bmapproducts.com) were used. The gels were stained with Ethidium bromide (EtBr). To visualize the right fragment size a 100bp DNA-ladder (peqGold Plus, Peqlab; http://www.peqlab.de) was used on the gels. It consists of 14 fragments from 100bp to 3000bp.

The picture 5.3.1.a shows the PCR results of the Clone26_F primer pair. This primer pair worked at every tested annealing temperature and showed the same results only with variations in their intensity. The expected product size was 196bp. With all DNA samples a product of this size was obtained. The bands are marked red in the picture. Samples A1-3, DE2 and 22_12 showed some additional products. These products may refer to heterozygous samples, but could also be results of unspecific bindings. The bands at the bottom of the gel are primer-dimer clouds.

![PCR Results](image)

Fig. 5.3.1.a: Single PCR with Clone26_F, expected product size: 196bp. The red tagged bands represent the anticipated products.
Picture 5.3.1.b shows the PCR results of the Clone37_F primer pair. In contrast to the other tested primer pairs it worked also at higher temperatures. The expected product should have a size of 114bp, here only three of the six samples showed a product near the expected height. The expected products are marked yellow in the picture. The product in A1-3 appears to be much higher than anticipated, but is likely to be the right product with an insert. The same goes for the marked product in MSIA1. V1.99A shows no product at all in between 100bp and 500bp. The other products above 500bp might be results of unspecific bindings. The bands below 100bp are primer-dimer clouds.

![DNA Ladder and Primer Products](image)

*Fig. 5.3.1.b: Single PCR with Clone37_F, expected product size: 114bp. The yellow tagged bands represent the anticipated products.*

Picture 5.3.1.c shows the multiplex-PCR results of the Clone26_F and Clone37_F primer pairs. The expected products of the Clone26_F primer pair should have a size of 196bp and are marked red in the picture, the expected products of the Clone37_F primer pair are marked yellow and should have a size of 114bp. All bands of the anticipated product of Clone26_F are also visible on the gel of this multiplex-PCR. The bands of Clone37_F in the samples DE2, 22_12 and 22_14 are also visible. In MSIA1 one product band can be seen which could contain the products of both primer pairs. In A1-3 a really weak band can be seen a little under 300bp, this might be the product of the Clone37_F primer pair. In DE2, 22_14 and V1.99A bands are visible which do not appear in the gels of the single PCR, but also many bands of the bands in Fig. 5.3.b do not reappear in this multiplex-PCR.
5.3.2 Labelled primers

Figure 5.3.2.a shows the results of the single and multiplex PCRs with the two labelled primers pairs for DNA sample 22_12. The PCR results of Clone26_F are displayed in green and the results of Clone37_F in blue. The pictures show the expected peaks and also additional ones. The multiplexes include peaks which contain both labelled primers. The two peaks of the single PCR of Clone26_F between 250bp and 275bp do not appear in the two multiplex experiments. The expected peaks in the multiplex intensify with the rise of temperature and the intensity of the peaks containing both labelled primers decrease. A further rise of the temperature could prevent the wrong pairing completely.

Figure 5.3.2.b shows the results of the single and multiplex PCRs for DNA sample A1-3. The pictures show always the expected peak for Clone26_F. The single PCR of Clone37_F shows several distinct peaks, including one at 275 bp which can be the one seen on the gel (see Fig. 5.3.1.b). The multiplex PCR with an annealing temperature of 57°C shows only the two expected peaks. In the multiplex at 60°C the peak for Clone37_F disappears which indicates a temperature limit for sample A1-3 much lower than the limit for sample 22_12.

The other DNA samples also include peaks which contain both labelled primers. Those peaks are reduced with the rise of temperature.
Fig. 5.3.2.a: Results of single and multiplex-PCRs for DNA sample 22_12. Order: Clone26_F (green), Clone37_F (blue), multiplex at 57°C for annealing and multiplex at 60°C.
Fig. 5.3.2 b: Results of single and multiplex-PCRs for DNA sample A1-3. Order: Clone26_F (green), Clone37_F (blue), multiplex at 57°C for annealing and multiplex at 60°C.
5.4 Further tests of the system

The Gap4 modules for microsatellite search and primer design were already used and tested by Florian Leese [Leese et al, 2008] and Steffi Gäbler-Schwarz. The results of Gäbler-Schwarz are currently unpublished.

Leese created a short-insert genomic library of *Serolis paradoxa*. 167 inserts of clones from this library were sequenced and assembled with the normal shotgun assembly algorithm of Gap4, allowing 10% of mismatches in the flanking regions. 40 sequences were redundant, that left 127 unique inserts, which were searched for microsatellites with a perfection of 95% or higher. For 22 appropriate loci primer pairs were developed automatically. 21 of these generated distinct PCR products, which is comparably high. 15 loci could be reliable genotyped (68%), 13 of these were polymorphic.

6 Discussion

The modular extensions for the Staden package invented in this project provide a fast and effective workflow for interactive microsatellite primer design, even at high data throughput. The project shows a number of improvements compared to other available tools for similar purposes. It is embedded in an interactive software environment providing functionality concerning basic analysis steps (e.g. base calling, vector and quality clipping, assembly with redundancy checking) and user interaction (e.g. contig editor, manual changes to assembly). The project offers a full integration of repeat detection, flanking primer design and multiple primer design. These functions were not only used successively, but also independently and repeatedly with different specifications. Besides this, the project improved the data storage mechanism used by the Staden package through usage of SQLite, which now provides a much higher transparency of the created data.

Furthermore the integration of Phobos - being the most flexible and consistent repeat detection tool currently available - assures the quality of the processed microsatellites. Its abilities to find not only perfect but also imperfect SSRs and identify alternative repeat patterns at the same location are outstanding features which most other microsatellite detection tools perform poorly or not at all. To find imperfect SSRs is of special interest, because they are more common than perfect ones and are highly useful in population genetics.

The Troll module for Pregap4 [Martins et al, 2006] for example lacks the ability to find imperfect repeats completely and programs like Msatfinder [Thurston & Field, 2005] show a limited accuracy. Other tool for microsatellite marker design (msatcommander [Fairecloth, 2007],
read2marker [Fukuoka et al, 2005], SSR primer [Robinson et al, 2004]) showed also one or more of the following weaknesses: lack of redundancy checks, weak or inconsistent solutions for the repeat detection problem and lack of integration and interactivity.

For preventing redundancy in sequences of genomic libraries it is necessary to assemble these sequences. This happens here through the Staden package, but for a decent assembly the repeats, including the imperfect ones, have to be masked, otherwise the assembly will create a lot of wrong overlaps. To allow such a masking in the Gap4 assembly the Pregap4 Phobos module was invented, which tags the microsatellites in the single sequences. A special advantage of the Phobos module for Gap4 itself is, that it allows to create several lists of found microsatellites depending on the chosen characteristics (motif or repeat length, perfection). The repeats can be saved by the user individually and subsequently be used for primer design.

Primer3 is a very good tool for this purpose, but as a stand-alone version the user would have no possibility to validate the created primers. It would not be possible to interactively take a look at the contig the primer pair lies in or the microsatellite they enclose. The Primer3 module for Gap4 provides this possibility. It also enables the user to perform multiple rounds of primer design to successively add primer candidates to a list of the most promising ones.

The Multiplex module is the last step in the workflow. It relies on the primer comparison algorithm of Primer3 and also makes sure that there are no alternative binding spots for the tested primers in the available sequence data. This Blast option of the module can also be used for single primer design in order to reduce the occurrence of unwanted, additional PCR products.

Like the other modules it can be used fast and easily multiple times on the same set of input data with varying parameters, thus allowing for an iterative refinement. This will result in several suggestions of possible multiplex primer combinations. However, how reliable the results of the module are has to be tested more extensively.

The last addition to this project, the SQLite module, allows the storage of all produced data in a SQLite database. The storage in such a database is very easy and data can be displayed again clearly arranged. With the Gap4 database this scale of data storage and the magnitude of accessibility would not be possible. The application of SQLite, with already integrated Tcl bindings, made it also possible to easily connect information of the Gap4 database with already stored data. Furthermore, it allows primer design and multiplex primer selection regarding the sequence data of a Gap4 database, without the necessity of the appearance of the used input data (repeats or primers) as tags in the Gap4 database.
The tests of Leese and Gäbler-Schwarz proof the effectiveness of the microsatellite primer design with the Staden package and the modules for Phobos and Primer3. The improved versions of these modules and the additional ones (Multiplex and SQLite) are further making the whole design process a lot easier and more transparent. Through the data storage with SQLite and the resulting table-handling the selection of appropriate loci for primer design is less time intensive as the direct search in a Gap4 database. Furthermore, the Multiplex module will make the work in the laboratory less time consuming and arduous. The biggest problem for the accuracy of the suggested primer combinations is that the whole genome of the examined organism is normally not available. The unavailable regions could contain binding sites for primers in the multiplex mixture and maybe result in unexpected PCR products of primers of different pairs.

The tests made in this project to proof the functionality of the Multiplex module provided not the results wished for, but they were adequate. The primers already available were not designed with a multiplex-PCR in mind and the project allowed a rather limited set of adjustment experiment. The adjustment of a multiplex-PCR consists of many steps and is a time consuming task [Henegariu et al, 1997].

One working multiplex-PCR mixture including two pairs of primers was demonstrated to work. The tests with the labelled primer pairs show that changes of the annealing temperature for a PCR cause profoundly different results. The to labelled forward primers amplified unwanted fragments, this only could be prevented with the knowledge of the whole genome sequence. But these products were reduced with the rise of the annealing temperature. With further experiments for the setting of the annealing temperature, PCR cycle number and especially the primer mix ratio, multiplex-PCR combinations of several of the tested primer pairs will be possible.

Additionally to further experiments to proof the functionality of the Multiplex module, a lot of minor alterations should be made within most of the software modules. Those changes would further improve the comfort of the software environment. The R script for the compatibility tree should be changed completely in order to resemble the compatibility of single primers and not the average one of primer pairs. A further refinement of the selection algorithm of the Multiplex module could further improve the quality of the results. At the moment only the primer interaction is taken into account. The other attributes (melting temperature of primer and product and GC-content) also have to be considered. This could help to ensure the functionality of the applied primer pairs under the same PCR conditions and would reduce the number of adjustment experiments. For now, this specification has to be done through the settings of the primer design module or a manual selection of the primer pairs for the input of the Multiplex module.
Alongside these a better algorithm for the sequence assembly than the normal shotgun assembly of Gap4 should be integrated. For this task, Phrap [Green & Ewing, 1994] seems to be a good choice because it is already available as a module in Gap4. The great disadvantage of Phrap is the absence of a function to mask any sequence region like repeats or vector parts. If such a function was integrated, the assembly in Gap4 would be considerably improved. A better assembly would also result in a better outcome of the Blast function of the Multiplex module.

It can be summarized that this project achieved its goals. It is written in the English language to be available on an international level and under the GPL (GNU General Public License). With Phobos for MS detection and the integration into the Staden package, with such extensive analysis features, it seems to be one of the best integrative bioinformatics tools for the design of microsatellite markers available at the moment. The function for multiplex-PCR primer selection is hardly available in any other tool, especially not in such a simple and comfortable way. On the other hand, the project still has potential for improvements; an upgraded algorithm for multiplex primer selection and a superior one for the assembly are only the most obvious. Furthermore, an automated dot-plot function (to ensure the singularity of primer binding spots) and online access to sequence databases (access to whole genomes) could be of use. The database function could be expanded to allow the storage of results for already tested primer pairs. Such results could be the optimal PCR mixture and program or gel pictures. Information like this could be used as basis for the adjustment of untested primer pairs for single or multiplex PCR experiments.
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Appendix

A Application of the project

A.1 Installation

To install the project you only have to execute the file „Multiplex_Project.exe“. You have to choose your „Staden Package“-folder for the installation, otherwise the installation won’t work.

CAUTION: In the process of installation the “gaprc”- and “GTAGDB”-files will be overwritten. If the installed version of Gap4 is already modified, it is possible that the modifications would not work after this installation. To avoid this problem the files should NOT be overwritten and the following line should be appended at the end of the “gaprc”-file manually:

```
load_package %L/phobos_multiplex {} phobos_multiplex 0
```

The “GTAGDB”-file includes tag-definitions, the file will be overwritten to create parameters for the tags “REP1” to “REP9”, “PRI1” to “PRI9” and “MPL1” to “MPL9”. If the file already contains modifications, they will be removed after the file replacement.

“gaprc” and “GTAGDB” can be found in the “tables”-folder of the Staden Package.

A.2 Usage of the different modules

A.2.1 The Phobos Module

The Phobos Module searches for simple sequence repeats (SSR) in the sequences of the Gap4 database. These repeats could be annotated regions in the Gap4 database or stored in a table of a SQLite database (see section A.2.4)

The Phobos Module can be found under “Experiments” in the menulist. It is titled “Search for SSR”.

A.2.1.1 The Interface

The image below shows the interface of the Phobos Module. The different components of the interface are marked with red numbers in this image. The function of these components will be explained in the following.

1. The contig input

The sequences from the Gap4 database for the repeat search can here be selected. The standard selection is “all contigs”, this means the whole database.

Under “file” a file could be loaded which has to contain a list of contigs from the database.

After clicking the “Browse”-button when the option “list” is selected a window with a list of different options will open. It can be chosen between “all contigs”, “all readings”, “contigs” and “readings”.

2. Parameters for Phobos Run

The text field “Phobos parameters” allows the setting of parameters for the repeat search, a list of the available parameters and their function can be found in “The Staden Multiplex Project.pdf” or the Phobos-Help page (button “Help”).

“Longest Motiflength to search for” refers to the maximal length of a repeat motif for which Phobos should search. With increasing motif length the time for the repeat search will also increase.

The text field “Write to File” sets the filename for the Phobos output. Press “Run Phobos” to start the microsatellite search.
3. **Parameters for Table generation**

The button “Generate Table” will create a list of all repeat which are in the Phobos output file and match the parameters set for the list content. With the checkboxes “MONO” to “HEXA” and “longer Repeats” the motif types of SSRs, which should be shown in the table, can be selected. The option “longer Repeats” only makes sense if the option “Longest Motiflength to search for” under *Point 2* was set higher then 6.

The text fields under the checkboxes allow a restriction of the minimal length of a SSR which are shown in the list. Also the minimal and maximal perfection for repeats in the list can be set. Through the “Generate Table”-button any number of tables with different content can be created.

4. **Phobos output and passed files**

The „Phobos_SSR.passed“-file contains a list of contigs which include repeats. The „Phobos_no_SSR.passed“-file contains a list of contigs which does not include repeats. By loading the „Phobos_no_SSR.passed“-file (see section *Point 1*) a more specific SSR search could be run, which will be concentrated on contigs without obvious microsatellites.

5. **The Buttons**

The “Close Window”-button will close the window and delete the Phobos_output file unless the “Keep Phobos_output file”-option under point 4 is selected.

The “Help”-button will open a HTML-page with information for handling the interface. The “Safe”-button stores the interface parameters in the file “phobos_par.txt”, this file can be found in “{STADENROOT}\lib\phobos_multiplex\”.
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A.2.1.2 The Repeat Table

The Repeat Table allows a manual selection of repeats for export to a tab-delimited text file or to the Gap4/SQLite database. The head of the table always shows which kinds of SSRs are contained in the list.

1. A table of the repeats, extracted from the Phobos output file. A double click on a row opens a contig editor (see section A.3.1).

2. The buttons to select or deselect all repeats in the list.

3. The tag-name for the Gap4 database can be set here.

4. Here the names of the export file, SQLite database are set.

5. The comment set in this text field will be used for identification in the SQLite database.

6. The “Add to…”-button write all selected rows to either the Gap4 database or the experiment files, this depends on status of the checkboxes “DB” and “exp-File”.

7. Exports all selected rows to a text file (“Export to File”) or to a SQLite database (“Export to SQLite Database”).

8. The button “Create Primetable” opens the interface of the Primer3 Module and uses all selected rows in the repeat table as targets. After a run the Primer3 interface will not close. It always keeps the same target information. After changing the repeat selection it is necessary to open a new Primer3 interface by clicking the “Create Primetable”-button again.
A.2.2 The Primer3 Module

The Primer3 Module allows the selection of primer candidates for targets sequences, for example microsatellites. These targets could be annotated regions in the Gap4 database or stored in a table of a SQLite database (see section A.2.4)

Like the other modules, the Primer3 Module can be found under “Experiments” in the menulist. It is titled “Create flanking Primer”.

A.2.2.1 The Interface

The image below shows the interface of the Primer3 Module. The different components of the interface are marked with red numbers in this image. The function of these components will be explained in the following.

1. **The contig input**

The sequences from the Gap4 database for the primer search can here be selected. The standard selection is “all contigs”, this means the whole database.

Under “file” a file could be loaded which has to contain a list of contigs from the database.

After clicking the “Browse”-button when the option “list” is selected a window with a list of different options will open. It can be chosen between “all contigs”, “all readings”, “contigs” and “readings”.

2. **Target- and excluded-regions**

“Select Tagname for Target” sets a tag name which refers to the targets regions. The “Excluded Regions” text field should contain all tag names of marked regions were no primers should be placed, for example all repeat tag names (these are already set there as standard).
3. Setting of target parameters
The option “Choose min. Gap between Targets” has a default value of 25, this stands for the
distance in bases which shall be between two targets. If two targets have less then this 25 bases
between each other they will be counted as one. The default minimum length of a target is 6,
only targets as long as the min. length or longer will be used for primer search.
The “Checkbox” with the option “Only single SSR” allow you only to search for targets of a
single SSR-motif. (For example: if an AC-SSR lies next to AT-SSR it will be handled like one
SSR and one target, if the “Only single SSR”-option is not selected. If the option is selected
these SSRs won’t be counted as targets, because there is no room for a primer to be placed
between them and the option will not allow two repeats in one primer product)

4. The primer parameters
Here some parameters can be set: the length of the primer in bases, the GC content, the melting
temperature of the primer (“TM”) and the melting temperature of the product (“Product TM”).

5. Primer- and Sequence-Quality
If the “Primer- and Sequence-Quality”-checkbox is selected only sequences with quality values
in between the “Minimal-Range-Quality” and the “Maximal-Range-Quality” are used for the
primer search. Also every base of a primer location needs a minimal quality value like the one
set at “Minimal-Primer-Quality”, otherwise the primer will not be created at this sequence
position.

6. Primer3 input and output files
It can be chosen if the primer3 input and output text files should be kept or not, the default
option is “No”.

7. Primer passed files
The „Primer3_primer.passed“-file contains a list of contigs which include primer for targets. The
„Primer3_no_primer.passed“-file contains a list of contigs which does not include primers. By
loading the „Primer3_no_primer.passed“-file (see Point 1) a more specific primer search could
be run, which will be concentrated on contigs without useful primer locations.
8. The Buttons

By clicking the “OK”-button Primer3 will be executed and a window opens which contains a table with possible primer candidates.

The “Help”-button opens a HTML-page with the information needed to handle the Primer3 interface.

The “Safe”-button stores the interface parameters in the file “primer3_par.txt”, it can be found in “{STADENROOT}\lib\phobos_multiplex”.

A.2.2.2 The Primer table

The Primer Table allows a manual selection of primers for export to a tab-delimited text file or to the Gap4/SQLite database.

1. A table of the suggested primers, a double click on a row opens a contig editor (see section A.3.1).
2. The buttons to select or deselect all primers in the list, with the button “Standard Selection” the originally selection will be recreated.
3. Here the names of the export file, SQLite database and Gap4 database annotation are set.
4. The comment set in this text field will be used for identification in the SQLite database.
5. The “Add to…”-button write all selected rows to either the Gap4 database or the experiment files, this depends on status of the checkboxes “DB” and “exp-File”.
6. Exports all selected rows to a text file (“Export to File”) or to a SQLite database (“Export to SQLite Database”).
7. The button “Create Multiplex” opens the interface of the Multiplex module and uses all selected rows in the primer table for the creation of the multiplex. A second use of the “Create Multiplex”-option will destroy the multiplex table window and create a new one, so the multiplex information from the first run should be stored before starting a second run.

8. This text field shows additional primer information like the GC-content of the primer pair and the melting temperature of the primer product.

A.2.3 The Multiplex Module

The Multiplex module allows the selection of primer candidates, which will not interact with each other and so could be used in a multiplex-PCR.

Like the other modules, the Multiplex module can be found under “Experiments” in the menulist. It is titled “Multiplex PCR”.

A.2.3.1 The Interface

The image below shows the interface of the Multiplex module. The different components of the interface are marked with red numbers in this image. The function of these components will be explained in the following.

1. Primer for Multiplex

In this component of the interface, the source of the primer information for the multiplex has to be set. If the option “Use Primer file” is set to “No” only the primers already written to the Gap4 database, with the tags set in “Primer Tags from DB”, will be used. Otherwise a file with primer information will
be loaded. This should be a file created with the Primer3 Module (the “Experiments”-option: “Create flanking Primer”). Next there is a “Check against sequences”-checkbox. Only if this box is selected the interface part “Sequences for Multiplex” will be used.

2. Sequences for Multiplex

If the checkbox “Sequences for Multiplex” in Part 1 was selected the primers for the multiplex will be blasted against the sequences in the Gap4 database. As an alternative it is possible to load a FASTA file of sequences to blast against.

If the checkbox “Show Primertable for selection” is checked and the “OK”-Button in Part 5 is clicked a table will open, which allows a manual selection of the primer by means of the blast results for the creation of the multiplex (see section A.2.3.2).

3. Primer Parameters

Here will be set some parameters for the multiplex creation. The “Number of Multiplex Tables” sets the number of different multiplexes which will be created, with an increasing number the time for the calculation will also increase.

The “Max. Alignment Score” sets the maximal allowed number of matches between two primers to be included in one multiplex.

The “Max. Penalty” relates to the penalty value in the primer information, if a primer penalty higher than the set value the primer will not be used for the creation of a multiplex.

4. R-Tree

This component is only of interest, if the program “R” (http://www.r-project.org) is installed.

Under “R Path” the path to the version folder of the “R” program has to be set (see the interface image above for example). The “Staden Path” should already be set correctly.

After clicking the button “Show R-Tree of Primer” a PNG image of a tree of the primer pairs for the multiplex creation will be created an opened. The PNG will be created in the same folder as the currently opened Gap4 database. For more information about “R” and the primer pair tree see chapter 3.7 “The R-Project”.

5. The Buttons

“OK” will open a blast-result table or the multiplex table, depending on the selection of the checkbox “Show Primertable for selection” in Part 2. “Help” opens a HTML-page with all information to the Multiplex module.
The “Safe”-button stores the interface parameters in the file “multiplex_par.txt”, it can be found in “{STADENROOT}/lib/phobos_multiplex”.

### A.2.3.2 The Blast-result table

The Blast-result Table allows a manual selection of primers as basis for the multiplex creation process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Contig</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>p145 clone106_F</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>p145 clone106_F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>p145 clone106_F</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>p145 clone106_F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. A table with all primers from the primer file or the Gap4 database. Some primers are already selected on basis of the blast results. Whether a primer is selected or not depends only on the number of matches with the sequences of the Gap4 database or the loaded sequence file. Often the assembly of the Gap4 database is insufficient and the same sequence appears as a number of different contigs. In this case a primer could produce a number of hits, but actually has only a single binding place. Because of this, a manual selection or review is advisable. By a double click on a data row a contig editor will open, in which the primer product will be highlighted in the consensus.

2. Displays a table of all binding places of the selected primer pair. The first column of the table holds the information which of the two primers in a pair has a blast hit at the specific position; “Forward” refers to the forward primer of the selected pair and “Reverse” to the corresponding reverse primer. The column “Score” shows the number of
alignment matches for the blast hit. This means a score of 20 equals 20 bases of the primer which could anneal at this position of the sequence.

With a double click on a row in the table a contig editor will open, with a highlighted part in the consensus sequence.

3. The button “Create Multiplex”, which does exactly that, will open a new window with a table of proposed primer pairs to be used in a multiplex experimentally.

4. Shows the primer parameter earlier already set, here it is possible to change them again.

A.2.3.3 The Multiplex Table

The Multiplex Table displays all primer pairs useable in a single multiplex-PCR experiment.

1. A primer table like the one in the blast-result table, but here only the compatible primer pairs are displayed.

2. The buttons under here enable to select/deselect all primers in the list.

3. Here the names of the export file, SQLite database and Gap4 database annotation are set.

4. The text field where a comment can be written, this comment allows for an easy identification of this table when written to the SQLite database and later reopened.

5. Here the names of the export file, SQLite database and Gap4 database annotation are set.

6. With the button “Safe Change” the comment for the table can be changed. The actual comment will be used if the table is again exported to a SQLite database.
7. These two buttons, “Previous Multiplex” and “Next Multiplex”, enable to go through the different multiplex tables which were created. The number of available tables depends of the number set at the parameter “Number of Tables”.

A.2.4 The SQLite Module

The SQLite Module allows the usage of a SQL database. With this database it is possible to safe all created repeat, primer and multiplex tables and use these tables again for later research.

Like the other modules, the SQLite Module can be found under “Experiments” in the menulist. It is titled “SQLite Database”.

After clicking the “SQLite Database” menu option a little window will open for selection of the desired database.

A.2.4.1 The SQLite Database

When the database is opened a window like the one in the picture below will be created. This window consists of three lists, a multiplex-, a primer- and a repeat-list. Every list contains tables of according type. Every table in a list has a unique ID. If a primer table is written to the database it automatically will appear in the right list by the next opening of the database. With a double click on a row of a list the corresponding table will open.
Through the buttons “Multiplex”, “Primer” or “Repeat” it is possible to delete a selected table in the related list.

The button “Reload DB” allows to reload the SQLite database, this is necessary when a table is added through one of the other modules.

### A.2.4.2 The SQLite Tables

There are three kinds of tables in the SQLite database; at first the repeat table will be explained:
1. A table of the repeats, a double click on a row opens a contig editor.
2. The buttons to select or deselect all repeats in the list.
3. The button “Delete Table” will delete this table from the database when clicked. The button “Delete selected Rows” deletes all rows from this table which are checked in the “Use”-column.
4. The button “New Table” creates an empty table; it appears in the appropriate list of the SQLite database. With the button “Enter selected Rows” all rows which are checked in the “Use”-column can be written to the table with the ID set in the text field.
5. Here the names of the export file, SQLite database and Gap4 database annotation are set.
6. With the button “Safe Change” the comment for the table can be changed. The actual comment will be used if the table is again exported to a SQLite database.
7. Here a table shows all primers in the database which refer to the selected repeat. The columns “Table” and “ID” show the location of the specific primer in the database. Here again a double click will open a contig editor.
8. The “Add to…”-button write all selected rows to either the Gap4 database or the experiment files, this depends on status of the checkboxes “DB” and “exp-File”.
9. Exports all selected rows to a text file (“Export to File”) or to a SQLite database (“Export to SQLite Database”).
10. The button “Create Primertable” opens the interface of the Primer3 Module and uses all selected rows in the repeat table as targets. After a run the Primer3 interface will not close. It always keeps the same target information. After changing the repeat selection it is necessary to open a new Primer3 interface by clicking the “Create Primertable”-button again.

The primer table nearly equals the repeat table with two differences:

1. There is no “Create Primertable”-button but a “Create Multiplex”-button. This will open the Multiplex module interface; otherwise the handling of this function is the same.
2. There is no second table list included like for Point 7 in the repeat table but a text field with some additional primer information.
The multiplex table is of the same kind as the primer table, with one difference; there is no “Create Multiplex”-button.

### A.2.5 Export DB to FASTA

The option under “Phobos Multiplex Project” in the “Experiments”-menu, which is titled “Export to FASTA” creates a FASTA file of all contigs of the database. The file is created directly after clicking the option. The file is created in folder of the database and has the name “Gap4DB.fasta”.

### A.3 Additional Information

#### A.3.1 The Contig Editor

The contig editor shows the sequence of the selected contig. If it was opened from a table of one of the described modules it normally highlights in yellow a specific part of the sequence in the consensus line of the contig editor. In this example the product of a primer pair is highlighted, the microsatellite which is flanked by the primer pair can be seen highlighted in green in the contig sequences.
A.3.2 Useful information

Alternative to the standard tag-names “REPT” and “PRIM”, “REP1” to “REP9” and “PRI1” to “PRI9” can be used. Under the “Settings”-menu in the contig-editor the option “Set Active Tags” can be chosen. Here the tags which shall be marked in the contig can be selected; through this it is possible to get a clear view, if the contig contains many overlapping tags.

Sometimes the repeat markings can be slightly displaced, like on the picture below. This offset is caused through gaps in the consensus sequence provoked by “N”s in the contig sequence.

The repeat position is generated on basis of the consensus sequence. In this sequence are no gaps. The gaps were created through the contig-editor by comparison with the original contig sequence. Therefore the consensus sequence seems longer in the contig-editor than it actually is, when used for repeat marking. Every gap in the sequence, which appears before a repeat tag, moves this tag one base to the left.
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